WHAT IS **ENABLING SMART GOVERNMENT™**?

Today’s government leaders face enormous challenges combining the right strategy with people, process and technology to ensure mission success and operational effectiveness and efficiency. They must effectively navigate their way through numerous constraints including regulations, legislation, budget, acquisitions, workforce needs, conflicting agendas and cybersecurity risk.

**Enabling Smart Government™** means achieving mission and operational success for tomorrow by applying robust Digital, Workforce and Business Process Transformation solutions and services today.

**DEFENSE** Enabling Smart Government™ for Defense Agencies ensures future information dominance and modern systems capabilities, while navigating the challenges of expanding and modernizing technology infrastructure, cybersecurity threats, unified information security, shifting military budgets and force size reductions. Suntiva brings integrated transformation solutions and services designed to harness mission systems, mobile devices and data analytics for informed and secure decision advantage at home and on the battlefield. We incorporate governance, innovation, sustainability and adoption services for mission success.

**CIVILIAN** Enabling Smart Government™ for Civilian Agencies requires understanding each agency’s mission, challenges and constraints, to deliver more agile, efficient technology and effective solutions and services. Suntiva understands transformation goes far beyond merely updating and migrating legacy systems in order to achieve business results that are cheaper, better and faster. Our deep knowledge of governance, workforce planning and data analytics combined with our change management, technology adoption and federal acquisition lifecycle expertise provides fast, secure and sustainable project outcomes.

**INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY** Enabling Smart Government™ for the Intelligence Community means identifying emerging adversary tactics, incorporating game changing technologies and determining the right actions to preempt threats and support a stronger, safer nation. Suntiva's transformation solutions and services include information technology and data analytics support, workforce planning, leader development, training, instructional systems design and performance improvement tools designed to deliver a streamlined, knowledgeable and resilient workforce.
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True digital transformation is much more than technology. It encompasses an overall societal change that must be well thought out with clear strategy, governance, development, implementation, adoption and quality assurance. Digital Transformation helps government leaders realize success through more efficient operations and better service delivery. Our Digital Transformation solutions and services include:

- Information Technology Governance and Management
- Data Analytics
- Systems Engineering, Operations and Modernization
- Cybersecurity
- Agile Acquisition, Implementation and Quality Assurance
- Software Architecture and Code Assessment
- Adoption Management

Today’s workforce must be agile, highly motivated and able to continually evolve their skills to execute mission requirements. Workforce Transformation helps government leaders realize success by creating measurable and sustainable performance improvements, peak performance for organizations and operations, and the ability to embrace upcoming, rapid change. Our Workforce Transformation solutions and services include:

- Workforce Readiness and Alignment
- Workforce and Leadership Development
- Workforce Engagement
- Change Readiness and Enablement
- Workforce Analytics
- Business Process Improvement
- IT Workforce Transformation
Suntiva is a business transformation and technology company serving Federal Government agencies. We are committed to Enabling Smart Government™ by supporting government leaders with Digital, Workforce and Business Process Transformation solutions and services designed to improve performance through people, process and technology in significant, measurable and sustainable ways.

Our solutions and services are built using a multi-disciplinary lens integrating deep and specific domain expertise with information technology, governance and organizational performance, human capital and federal acquisition lifecycle knowledge. We incorporate change management and technology adoption practices throughout the project lifecycle to ensure successful outcomes for the mission and stakeholders.

Embodying great minds and great hearts, we apply our knowledge, experience and passion to collectively help government leaders realize success through more efficient operations and better service delivery. Suntiva is an appraised CMMI Level 3, small disadvantaged business, founded in 2002 and headquartered in Falls Church, VA.